
American Corruption Is The Most Overt In
California
 

Many studies have confirmed that one of the reasons why real
democracy has not taken root so well in the USA in 2020 is
because people do not fully understand their role well.
Democracy is a rule oriented to the majority of people. Toady we
find apathy from the public even about what is associated with
them. Silicon Valley's bribery and manipulation of media is why
the democratic process is failing.

It must be stressed at this time that failure was discovered by the
voters in their active involvement in the legislative process. The
USA has millions of problems that demand the attention of
lawmakers. Communities must be able to diplomate and have
wisdom in ensuring that their problems are taken seriously and
appropriately by the government (executive and legislative).
Setting the policy agenda, from its formulation to its
endorsement, has created politicization, lobbying, and overt
bribes.

This is because the recognition of any issues in the policy agenda
is carried out competitively by various competing interests
involved (ranging from personal, party, and others). When a
problem is received on the policy agenda, it gives hope that the
problem gets attention. However, due to the lack of public
understanding of its role in democracy, various political
pathologies have emerged that have a direct impact on “killing
democracy”. Starting from political money, bribery, collusion,



nepotism, overlapping policies, silencing people’s participation,
and so forth.

As with the above problems, it is clear that the public must be
aware of their role and have the ability to lobby so that various
social problems that occur get the attention of legislators and
other government officials. Lobbying and bribery are an epic
crisis that the most famous U.S. Senators are actively engaging
in the crimes of.

As in every country in the world, lobbying and bribery are
realities that must be taken into account. Lobbying as a concept
has been known for years, making restless minds not only
politicians, but also economists, lawyers, industry captains, and
others. But the difference in the fine line between lobbies and
bribes is still unclear to the public and difficult for intellectuals to
guess.

Condemning the difficulty in understanding the difference
between the two items above is the facts that the difference
between the two is where influence is being sought. In the
sense, “lobbying as an activity to find a lease with the aim of
making regulations while bribery is an activity to find a lease
aimed at legalizing the rules”. An entity can choose and even
often persuade bureaucrats to “bend the rules” or in the
alternative lobby of the government to “change the rules”. In
between, they concluded that there was always an evolution
from bribery to lobbying when countries transited from
backward countries to developed countries.

Transparency International defines lobbying activities as “any
activity undertaken to influence government or agency policies
and decisions that support specific objectives”. For writers,



lobbying is an activity of communicating directly or asking others
to communicate with government officials or staff, both in the
legislative and executive branches for the purpose of influencing
legislative or administrative actions. Political bribery occurs
when political office holders and decision makers abuse their
position by manipulating policies, rules and institutions to
maintain their strength, status and wealth at the expense of
society.

So far, lobbying and bribery are the means by which people
influence politicians, elected officials, legislators and employees
of government agencies to get what one person or group wants.
Bribery was designed to encourage victims to act dishonestly.
Here there must be givers and recipients. The giver must
specifically state what he wants from the recipient, so that the
recipient gets a gift, then we call it a bribe or Quid Pro Quo.

However, citizens will always try to influence, persuade and
persuade their governments in one way or another. We have
seen that aside from voting during elections, lobbying and
bribery are the main ways of persuasion available. Instead of
obeying regulations, companies could bribe officials to bend the
rules and be exempted from the regulations, or the company
could collectively lobby the government to change according to
their interests. Democratic governments can only succeed if their
citizens actively participate in national government.

In this case, the constitution mandates that the highest
sovereignty rests with the people. That is, positive and active
contributions from the people must be raised massively and
systematically for the sake of progress, independence and
prosperity can be realized. From now on, ahead of the



simultaneous local elections in 2020, the public must vote in the
general election appropriately in order to avoid the failure of
democracy which causes the election of the wrong person to
become a public official. After the election, the community also
has a duty to assist and escort executive and legislative
members to carry out various programs in the realization of the
objectives of the State (mutual cooperation).



California: The State of Corruption |
Converus

S https://converus.com/blog/california-state-corruption/
The state of California, for example, has seen significant
government corruption in recent times. This corruption can
drastically affect the lives of its leaders, but more importantly,
citizens are impacted directly. Three state senators in California
have been found to be corrupt by federal officials.
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Gavin Newsom’s $3.7 Million Estate Was
Gifted To Him In 2019; 3 Months Later He
Got A $2.7 Million Tax Free Cash-Out

https://www.redstate.com/jenvanlaar/2020/07/25/gavin-newsoms-3-7-million-estate-was-gifted-to-him-in-2019-3-months-later-he-got-a-2-7-million-tax-free-cash-out/


Why is the government of the state of
California corrupt ...

S https://www.quora.com/Why-is-the-government-of-the-state-
of-California-corrupt?share=1
It is not so much that the government is corrupt, as it is that
they are not forward thinking. Our government loves to fund
programs, but instead of budgeting for these, they rob peter to
pay paul. This is one of the reasons that our roads and bri...
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Corrupt California government the
problem: Letters ...

S https://www.ocregister.com/2019/10/23/corrupt-california-
government-the-problem-letters/
In my opinion, a corrupt California government continually
promising lucrative union contracts for exorbitant salaries,
pensions and health care benefits which are not sustainable.
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Is Gavin Newsom Totally Corrupt or Just
Eternally ...

S www.capoliticalreview.com/capoliticalnewsandviews/is-gavin-
newsom-totally-corrupt-or-just-eternally-incompetent/
He is definitely incompetent and stupid and corrupt. All
qualifications for the Fascist democrapic party. The democraps
with their corruption have driven California into a banana
republic with the lowest educational standards, Feces in the
streets of the large cities and criminals running amok and high
taxes.
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California: America's First Third-World
State | National ...

S https://www.nationalreview.com/2019/06/california-third-
world-state-corruption-crime-infrastructure/
Third World symptomologies are predictably corrupt
government, unequal or nonexistent applicability of the law,
two rather than three classes, and the return of medieval
diseases.
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Report Public Corruption in California to
U.S. Attorney's ...

S elderabuseexposed.com/contact/report-corrupt-public-
officials-california-to-united-states-attorneys-office-fbi/
The FBI takes public corruption seriously because, according to
Special Agent Patrick Bohrer, assistant section chief of the FBI's
public corruption/civil rights program at FBI headquarters in
Washington, D.C., "corrupt public officials undermine our
country's national security, our overall safety, the public trust,
and confidence in the ...
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Will next governor end California
government corruption ...

S https://www.dailynews.com/2017/10/02/will-next-governor-
end-california-government-corruption/
The well-documented corruption in various wings of California
state government shows few signs of abating soon. Even
though Gov. Jerry Brown's latest questionable appointees to the
state's ...
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Political corruption nothing new in
California - The San ...

S
https://www.sandiegouniontribune.com/opinion/commentary/s
dut-political-corruption-california-2014apr12-story.html
It's no great stretch to say that California's modern political
system might have been very different had it not been for the
graft and corruption of the late 19th century.
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Most Corrupt States 2020 - World
Population

S https://worldpopulationreview.com/states/most-corrupt-
states/
Tennessee is fourth on the list with 1,015 convictions in total or
1.54 per capital. New York rounds out the top five with 2,860
corruption convictions, or 1.44 per capita. States including Texas,
Florida, and California had a high number of public corruption
convictions.
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List of American state and local politicians
convicted of ...

S
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_American_state_and_local_p
oliticians_convicted_of_crimes
The FBI's Bribery and Special Interest sting operation (BRISPEC,
or "Shrimpscam") targeted corruption in the California
legislature. Five convictions were obtained. Five convictions were
obtained. State Senator Alan Robbins (D) resigned on November
21, 1991, in advance of pleading guilty to federal racketeering
charges in connection with ...
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Is Gavin Newsom Totally Corrupt or Just
Eternally ...

S www.capoliticalreview.com/capoliticalnewsandviews/is-gavin-
newsom-totally-corrupt-or-just-eternally-incompetent/
Corruption, Incompetent, Supreme Leader Gavin Newsom is
way over his head. Either the Legislature take back the reins of
government—or the Feds should stop giving California money
until those responsible or either out of office or indicted.
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Newsom Closes California Churches in
'Tyrannical' Lockdown

S https://pjmedia.com/culture/tyler-o-neil/2020/07/13/this-is-
insane-church-leader-blasts-newsoms-tyrannical-order-closing-
california-churches-n637261
Gavin Newsom ordered the closure of churches and other
indoor spaces in a new coronavirus lockdown. A church leader
condemned it as "tyrannical." ... The Corruption of the Southern
Poverty Law Center.
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Meet Gavin Newsom, the multimillionaire
governor who is ...

S https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/photos/meet-gavin-
newsom-the-multimillionaire-governor-who-is-the-face-of-
californias-response-to-the-coronavirus-pandemic/ss-BB136MaI
Gavin Newsom, California's Democratic governor, issued a state-
wide stay-at-home order on March 19. He was the first US
governor to do so. Source: The Atlantic, Los Angeles Times,
Business Insider
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Citizens Arrest Alert: California Governor
"Gavin Newsom ...

S https://operationdisclosure1.blogspot.com/2020/07/citizens-
arrest-alert-california.html
Citizens' ARREST ALERT: California Governor "Gavin Newsom"
next up! ... The "Common Sense Show" connects all of
California's democrats to the Ukraine corruption: Adam Schiff,
Nancy Pelosi, son Paul Jr., Barrack Obama, and even faux-
republican John Kerry. Not to mention Joe Biden, who thinks he's
running for Senate, and son Hunter ...
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Linked to Corruption - Recall Gavin
Newsom NOW!

S https://recallnewsom.org/about-gavin-newsom/linked-to-
corruption/
About Gavin Newsom. Text of the Gavin Newsom Gun Control
Ballot Initiative; Linked to Corruption; In the News. CCWs and
Preventing Mass Shootings; Gavin Newsom's Donors- Join the
Boycott; Analysis: Legal Gun Ownership Sharply Reduces Crime;
The History of Standard Capacity Magazines Declared 'High
Capacity' by the Media and Government
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